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ABOUT SHADOWCAST STUDIOS©
Basic Info & Motto
ShadowCast Productions & Talent Studios© is a recently established,
Middle Georgia studio based in Fort Valley. We are also producers, when we find
exceptionally talented artists to produce, which ties into one of our mottos:
Merging all forms of artistic production with the equally creative talents who
create it.

Services and Assets
Our studio is equipped to provide a reasonable broad selection of creative
service options and offers! These services range from visual works, such as HD
photo / video services, graphic design, etc. - to performance arts most of which are
musical in nature. For this, our popular line of top quality audio services are
offered for which we have a full service recording studio, complete with a high
quality, dual head mic, acoustic wall paneling, powerful software, and more!
Before you ask- yes, the prices are correct in the booking system, and no, you will
NOT be sacrificing any quality, visit the recording studio's page on our website if
you wish to see- and hear, for yourself.

Quality Confident
Don’t just take our word for it either without seeing it for yourself and give
us the chance to earn your trust with absolutely no risk whatsoever for you! We
offer a 100% Risk-Free, Money Back Guarantee with our recording studio service.
If you are not satisfied with the service for any reason after every possible effort
has been made to resolve the issue and earn your satisfaction, you will not have to
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pay any of the service fee, we will fully refund your security deposit, and in
addition to a full refund, we will also give you $2 extra for gas. HD Photography /
Video Services, Professional studio recording, and other such services. Do not
forget graphic design and business services too!

Greater Mission
Aside from conventional production however, our greater mission at ShadowCast
Productions & Talent©, is to provide aspiring young, but unfortunately
underprivileged artists, creators, actors, performers- any form of talented young
individual; a free-of-charge opportunity to work with, and create with professional
equipment while receiving expert instruction. Equipment and instruction they
otherwise might not every have a chance to use.
They will get to create something that displays only their full talent; not hindered
by the limitations of their equipment and materials, or the lack thereof, which they
have always had to make do with using. After the artists create a work they are
satisfied with, we will produce these works for them at no cost. This will give them
the opportunity to gain publicity and highlight their true ability and possibly
discovered as well. This is not a competition either, this is just a nonprofit that
program we hope will be able to make a difference to someone's life. We are
always very grateful for any donations we receive for this cause as well.

It’s Time To Cast Your Shadow™
All artists and performers should have an equal opportunity to gain notice in the
community. Age, money, gender, race, or any other such thing does not determine
your talent or quality of your creations with your chosen medium. That medium
can be anything from a pencil to your voice, but no matter what you use to create
ShadowCast Productions and Talent Studios© wants to give you the opportunity to
Cast your Shadow™ in the best possible light working side by side with us on your
project!

